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Can be used in 

a wide range of 

locations:

Outside: Abattoirs, animal housing, garbage containers, food 

processing plants and other industrial and commercial areas.

Around: Industrial sites, feedlot manure heaps, garbage dumps.

Inside: Commercial & industrial facilities and animal houses

Under: Animal and poultry cages.

How to apply: Apply as a scatter bait, in bait stations or as a paint-on or 

spray-on application. Place out of reach of all livestock and 

pets, and away from feed.

Dry or wet 

application:

The bait should be scattered (do not put in piles) onto dry 

level surfaces. Avoid very dusty areas. 

In many situations more flies can be attracted to moist bait. 

This can be achieved by sprinkling bait on moist hessian 

sacks or by lightly moistening bait with a light spray of water.

HOW TO USE  
V E C T O T H O R™  Fly  BA IT



VECTOTHOR Fly BaiT was developed 

by ENSySTEX for fly control in a 

range of situations.

This fly bait is not only effective 

in eliminating flies, but has a 

versatile array of applications to 

suit many and varied indoor and 

outdoor applications.

Fast knockdown and better kill results.
Multiple application options including;

3	Scattered granules for dry surfaces

3	Bait station options

3	Wet bait options for damp surfaces

3	Paste options - bait diluted with a small amount  
 of water so that it can be painted on walls

3	Liquid options - bait diluted with a larger 
 volume of water to allow it to be quickly 
 sprayed on to walls and other surfaces

3	Flexible for indoor and outdoor applications

The VeCTOThOR 
Fly BaiT FaCTs

FOR Flies!
The formula of sugars and sex attractant contained in VECTOTHOR Fly Bait has been 
scientifically tested to prove its effectiveness in attracting flies.

Flies are irresistibly drawn to the surface where they are knocked down.  
VECTOTHOR granule fly bait for dry surfaces is blue in colour, following scientifically 
proven data indicating it to be the most effective colour for attracting flies.

VECTOTHOR Fly Bait was developed by ENSYSTEX 
for fly control in a range of situations. It has been 
formulated as a Water Dispersible Granule (WDG) so 
that it may be used directly in the granule formulation 
as a fly bait, diluted with a small amount of water for 
making a paste, or diluted with a larger volume of water 
to allow it to be quickly sprayed on to walls and other 
surfaces on which flies alight. 

easy FOR yOU...
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